Comparison of the factors that contribute to retention on immobilized polysaccharide-based chiral stationary phases and macrocyclic glycopeptide chiral stationary phases with the Abraham model.
The Abraham model of linear solvation energy relationship (LSER) was utilized to characterize three recently commercialized chiral stationary phases (CSPs), the Chiralpak IA, IB and IC. Normal phase system constants were determined by HPLC for these three CSPs and compared to literature values for the Chirobiotic T and V CSPs. The results indicate that the Chirobiotic T and V CSPs participate in more polar interactions, such as hydrogen bonding and dipolar interactions, than the three immobilized derivatized polysaccharide CSPs. Additionally, differences were noted for the e and b terms of the Abraham model (polarizable interactions and hydrogen bond acidity) for the IA and IB CSPs, which are nominally similar CSPs in their chemical makeup.